With 252 global exhibitors and 9815 participants in total, the exhibition again proved to
be a valuable networking place in the Congress, where exhibitors and delegates
exchanged solutions and innovations to shape our water future. The exhibition
presented a full picture of the global water sector: water utilities, governments,
consultants, contractors and technology providers presented their contribution to
sustainable solutions globally. These exhibitors included Country pavilions with their
clustered approaches and solutions from e.g. Japan, Denmark, Nordic area,
Netherlands, Belgium, China, Australia, Chinese Taipei and an African Pavilion with
contributions from many African countries.

Also, the exhibition hosted the IWA – Isle Emerging Technologies & Challenge
Exchange Hub with 10 selected global technology providers and their innovations. The
Hub facilitated as the meeting point between utilities and innovative solution providers
and it focussed on following themes: challenges and opportunities for deployment of
water of water treatment world-wide and challenges in water recycling from industrial
waste water stream. Finally, the exhibition was also the host for the Water-Wise Pavilion
which focused on the role of connecting utilities to their cities and basins and to
exchange with key urban actors rethinking utility service boundaries to transition to
water-wise cities.
Some first results from the IWA exhibitor surveys:

IWA World Water Congress & Exhibition 2018 was
proven to be the most useful and profitable water
event to the world.
KUBOTA as a principal sponsor is grateful that the
world’s leading water professionals had an opportunity to get the information of Japan's
high-quality water supply and sewage system such as the latest products, technologies,
and services.
KUBOTA, Principal Sponsor

IWA World Congress Tokyo proved to be the perfect platform to
network with the leaders in water: political, technical, research and
business leaders. SUEZ is delighted to be part of this community, to
foster water-wise solutions for cities.
SUEZ, Gold Sponsor

When we look back a few years from now, maybe we
will say: ‘It happened in Tokyo’. Since IWA Busan
2012 in South-Korea, the Watershare-platform has
been growing gradually. Our members increasingly
participate in knowledge sharing, tool development and the set up and execution of joint
reference projects. The number of Watershare-experts participating in the IWA
Congress also continues to grow. For us Tokyo marked the next phase for Watershare.
So, we’ll meet again!
WATERSHARE
“The IWA Exhibition is a tremendous opportunity for us to
showcase Canadian Innovators to the world and to shine a
light on our water leaders. We met so many international
delegates and appreciated the lively atmosphere of the
exhibition - to me, it seemed more like an exciting marketplace.”
Robert Haller, Canadian Water & Wastewater Association.

Hosting the Australian Pavilion at the World Water
Congress & Exhibition enabled us to enhance sharing of
Australia’s knowledge and tools for sustainable water
management. It was a great opportunity to engage and
collaborate with leading international institutions through
a strengthened ‘Team Australia’ approach. A clear
highlight was to see Prof Tony Wong (CRCWSC, Australia) awarded the IWA 2018
Global Water Award for his lifetime achievements.
Australian Water Partnership

